
 

 
 

VIDROTIL glass mosaic tiles 
Basic guidelines and special features 

 

 

DISCLAIMER: INSTALLATION INDICATES FULL ACCEPTANCE OF PRODUCT 
 

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR ILLUSTRATED INSTALLATION GUIDELINES 

  

Handcrafting confers specific features on VIDROTIL mosaic tiles that make certain parts of the installation process particularly 
decisive. For top results, please read carefully and bear in mind the following remarks to ensure top results for your installation job: 
 
1) Before starting 

Slight variations in color hues are characteristic of our products, both within mosaic tile lots and between tesserae in a same 
lot. Given that no two lots will be identical, all material required for a job must come from the same lot. 
• Upon receiving the material and before starting to apply it, open the boxes and make sure that the tiles have been supplied in the color 

and quantity requested for your plan. Note that, following your purchase, any alterations in design may require that you order extra 
material, and these additional tiles are likely to be different. Therefore, be sure to have all the material you need (and this includes all the 
setting materials) before starting the installation job. 

• When planning your order, make provision for losses during installation as well as for any replacements that may be required during the 
expected life of the mosaics. We recommend that a 10% provision be made to cover for any losses. 

   

2) Jobsite storage 

VIDROTIL mosaic tiles are face-mounted on paper sheets using water-soluble glue. Mosaic tiles may loosen and fall off due to 
exposure to moisture or to excessive heat, as for example that of direct sunlight.  
• Cartons containing mosaic tiles must be stored off the ground in a dry place, protected from direct sunlight. 

 

3) Installation 

VIDROTIL mosaic tiles are face-mounted on paper sheets.  
• Apply the tile sheets with the paper side up –  with the bare, tile backs applied directly onto the setting bed.  

 

VIDROTIL mosaic tiles are made of specially formulated translucent or transparent glass. For this reason, the final 
appearance of the tiled surface will be substantially influenced by the color of the setting materials. 
• Always use white bonding mortar when installing light to medium color tiles.  
• Installation materials, including bonding mortar, grout, admixes and color dies to be used in a same tile surface should be from the same 

batch to avoid difference in color tones. 
 

Grout colors considerably influence the final effect of tiled surfaces. 
• You may wish to use contrasting color joint lines to emphasize irregular mosaic tiles shapes. Or, if you would like to emphasize the 

texture and the tonal variations on the mosaic tile field, use (preferably matching) dark grout colors for the dark tiles and light ones for the 
light tile fields. To be sure, always do a small mock-up or sample to check the final effect. 

 

Uneven thickness is another characteristic of VIDROTIL mosaic tiles.  
• The mortar bed should be deep enough to allow for the offsetting of these variations. We recommend the use of a 4- to 5-mm thick 

bonding mortar bed. 
 

The perimeter of VIDROTIL mosaic tiles is typically irregular.  
• So to ensure the proper installation of a smooth and even surface, mosaic tile sheets should be placed very close to each other. Then, 

the tiles must be realigned to ensure that the joint lines between sheets are consistent with those within each sheet. The work will not be 
acceptable if one can "read" the sheets separately from the overall tiled surface. 

 

VIDROTIL mosaic tiles are made of glass and impervious to liquids.  
• This means that certain requirements apply for bonding materials. When using latex-Portland cement mortar systems make sure to follow 

the manufacturer’s recommendations for glass tile setting. 
 

4) Setting time and curing 

To ensure fitness for purpose, mosaics must be properly set (follow designer’s expansion joint specifications), and installation 
schedule must observe open times suggested by setting material manufacturers. Times mentioned herein are only indicative. 
• Mortar beds must cure for at least 7 days before the actual setting of mosaic tiles begins.  
• Open time for the (thin-set) bonding mortar will depend on its formulation and may vary substantially. Product manuals will provide 

detailed information. 
• Paper sheets should be peeled off as quickly as possible, starting from 3 minutes after application and before the end of open time.  
• Grouting should be carried out after 24 hours from mosaic tile setting. 
• No foot traffic until 48 hours after grouting. 
• When tiling swimming pools or surfaces directly exposed to water, allow installed tile field to cure 21 days before use. 

 

5) Installation guidelines (Pre-grouted method – manufacturer recommended) 

• The illustrated guidelines printed on the reverse side of this sheet show how to apply the mosaic tiles according to the most efficient 
method of installation (recommended).  

• Despite being slightly more time-consuming than the conventional method (post-grouting), this installation procedure is advantageous 
because it prevents two possible problems: 1) the seeping of the bonding material through joint lines and its subsequent staining grouted 
lines, thus causing an undesired visual defect; and 2) the formation of air bubbles in joint lines, which sometimes occur with post-
grouting. Keep in mind that, due to the surface of VIDROTIL mosaic tiles being typically uneven, the pre-grouting method ensures a more 
thorough filling of otherwise unreachable recesses in mosaic tile edges, along joint lines. 

• ATTENTION: The use of identical materials for pre-grouting sheets and for post-grouting the tiled field is essential for top results. 
• IMPORTANT: Before installing transparent Vidrotil, make sure to read the specific guidelines for transparent mosaic tile 

installation (VD104V4-06/04). 



 
TIPS FOR INSTALLATION OF PRE-GROUTED VIDROTIL GLASS MOSAICS (Recommended) 

 
When installing VIDROTIL on vertical surfaces, work from top down. Make sure substrate is prefloated, plumb, flat and true. 

 

 

SEE REVERSE SIDE FOR IMPORTANT GUIDELINES  
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1. Use the flat side of a steel trowel to spread an 
approximately ¼” thick layer of setting material. Apply 
only the amount of material to be used within 20 
minutes. 

 2. Run a 3/16” x ¼” V-notched trowel or a ¼” 
square-notched trowel on the setting material to 
define its consistent depth. IMPORTANT: When 
installing transparent tiles, use flat side of trowel to 
erase line markings. 

 3. Prepare joint-filler/thin-set grout according to  the 
manufacturer’s instructions. Place sheet on a flat 
surface with paper facing down. Use a rubber 
squeegee to back butter sheet, thoroughly filling all the 
joints. 

           
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Position sheet with exposed tiles against setting 
bed (paper side up), pressing them down lightly with 
your hands, making sure that joints between sheets 
are aligned. 

 5. Use a rubber mallet and a wooden beating block 
(approx. 10 x 6 x 2”) to tap the tiled surface until you 
get a flat and even surface. 

 6. Tap with wooden block (side to side, up and down) 
to realign tesserae as needed to assure that joints 
between sheets read identical to those within each 
sheet. 
 

 
                                                                            
          
                                               
                                    
 
 
 
  
 
7. After installing each section, use a brush or sponge 
to soak the paper, wetting it several times without 
letting water drip off sheets or threaten mortar 
integrity. 

 8. Wait about 4 to 8 minutes for the paper to turn 
dark and then peel it off, beginning at a corner. 
Allow up to 10 minutes from wetting to removing the 
paper. 

 9. Check surface for sunken or protruding tesserae, 
and inconsistent joints. Replace pieces to assure field 
flatness, and realign pieces to eliminate sheet pattern.  
 

 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

10. Apply up to 10 sheets or as many as you can 
within 20 minutes. Check for mortar consistency and 
adhesion. If it begins to skin, replace with fresh supply. 
 

 11. Allow 24 hours for curing. Prepare joint-filler/thin-
set grout as per the manufacturer’s instructions and 
apply it with a rubber squeegee to the entire 
installed field, evenly, thoroughly filling any voids. 

 12. Remove excess grout with cheesecloth followed 
with damp sponge. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
13. Allow half hour before brushing off paper adhesive 
or grout residues with removing solution 
recommended by grout manufacturer, preserving 
grout joints full and smooth. 
 

 14. Use clean dry cheesecloth to polish. NOTE: 
Follow manufacturers’ recommended curing times 
for thinset and grout. See reverse of this page for 
foot traffic restrictions. 

 15. For cutting the tesserae, use carbide tip nippers or 
a power tile saw with continuous diamond rim tile 
blades (1 mm or 3/64” thick). 

IMPORTANT NOTICE: Steps 1 through 9 should take no more than 50 minutes; in any case, it should conform to the open time specified by 
setting material manufacturer. 


